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the Dominion of Canada and the rest of the British Commonwealth), and of all countries 
covered by the Pan-American Copyright Convention, the Universal Copyright 
Convention, the Berne Convention, and of all countries with which the United States has 
reciprocal copyright relations. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any 
form by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise), or 
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The English language stock and amateur stage performance rights in the United States, 
its territories, possessions and Canada for INDIA PALE ALE are controlled exclusively 
by Dramatists Play Service, 440 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016. No 
professional or nonprofessional performance of the Play may be given without 
obtaining in advance the written permission of Dramatists Play Service and paying 
the requisite fee.

All other rights, including without limitation motion picture, recitation, lecturing, public 
reading, radio broadcasting, television, video or sound recording, and the rights of 
translation into foreign languages are strictly reserved. 

Inquiries concerning all other rights should be addressed to WME Entertainment, 11 
Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10010. Attn: Derek Zasky.

NOTE ON BILLING
Anyone receiving permission to produce INDIA PALE ALE is required to give credit to 
the Author as sole and exclusive Author of the Play on the title page of all programs 
distributed in connection with performances of the Play and in all instances in which 
the title of the Play appears, including printed or digital materials for advertising, 
publicizing or otherwise exploiting the Play and/or a production thereof. Please see your 
production license for font size and typeface requirements.
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production licenses. It is the licensee’s responsibility to ensure any and all required 
billing is included in the requisite places, per the terms of the license.

SPECIAL NOTE ON SONGS/RECORDINGS
Dramatists Play Service neither holds the rights to nor grants permission to use any 
songs or recordings mentioned in the Play. Permission for performances of copyrighted 
songs, arrangements or recordings mentioned in this Play is not included in our license 
agreement. The permission of the copyright owner(s) must be obtained for any such use. 
For any songs and/or recordings mentioned in the Play, other songs, arrangements, or 
recordings may be substituted provided permission from the copyright owner(s) of such 
songs, arrangements or recordings is obtained; or songs, arrangements or recordings in 
the public domain may be substituted.



INDIA PALE ALE was originally produced by the Manhattan 
Theatre Club (Lynne Meadow, Artistic Director; Barry Grove, 
Executive Producer), with funds provided by the Harold and Mimi 
Steinberg Charitable Trust, on October 23, 2018. It was directed 
and choreographed by Will Davis, the set design was by Neil Patel, 
the costume design was by Arnulfo Maldonado, the lighting design 
was by Ben Stanton, the sound design and original music were by 
Elisheba Ittoop, and the production stage manager was Erin Gioia 
Albrecht. The cast was as follows:

DEEPA BATRA  .................................................................. Purva Bedi
SUNNY BATRA  ..............................................................  Alok Tewari
BASMINDER “BOZ” BATRA  ..........................................  Shazi Raja
IGGY BATRA  .......................................................... Sathya Sridharan
DADI PARMINDER  ...............................................  Sophia Mahmud
LOVI  ..................................................................................  Lipica Shah
SIMRAN RAYAT  .............................................................  Angel Desai
VISHAL SINGH  ...........................................................  Nik Sadhnani
TIM  ....................................................................................  Nate Miller

A workshop production of INDIA PALE ALE was presented by 
New York Stage and Film & Vassar at the Powerhouse Theater, 
Summer 2018.
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CHARACTERS

Batra family

DEEPA BATRA. Mother of Boz and Iggy. Once mother of Jol. Married 
to Sunny.

SUNNY BATRA. Father of Boz and Iggy. Once father of Jol. Married 
to Deepa.

BASMINDER “BOZ” BATRA. The daughter, Our Hero, 29 but goes 
by 30.

IGGY BATRA. Son, 25, recently engaged to Lovi.

DADI PARMINDER. Boz’s grandma and Sunny’s mamma. Speaks 
Punjabi and English.

*the ghosts of Batra family members,
of Jol Batra, Boz’s older brother lost to India, 

& of Brownbeard, Boz’s great-great-great-great-
 great-great grandfather,

haunt this play and its characters sometimes

Neighbors/Lovers/Others

LOVI. Iggy’s fiancée. 25.

SIMRAN RAYAT. Deepa’s cousin, ever the aunty, 50s–60s.

VISHAL SINGH. Boz’s ex-boyfriend. Late 20s–early 30s.

Outsiders

TIM. Some guy in his late 20s in Madison, Wisconsin (white guy).

All characters are South Asian
(specifically Punjabi)

with the exception of Tim, who is just so white it’s honestly painful
please cast according to this
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GLOSSARY of TERMS

langar is feasting vegetarian with family and friends—Sikh tradition 
after services at gurdwara (temple)
everyone is welcome
doors are open to all
head covering provided if you do not bring your own. no shoes.
volunteers from the community always very thanked for their support

Sikh is a person maybe on your street!
religiously monotheistic, religion finds origins in India
it’s a pretty big religion

Punjabi: person/language/item
with roots in the Punjab province of northern India (and 
Pakistan too!)

atta: a ball of dough used to make roti
roti: a pancake side dish in north Indian food
dhol: a sick drum used in wedding marches and bhangra beetz
samosa, dal, saag: eat some you’ll know the deliciousness
chunni: shawl for Punjabi ladies, usually matches their
salwar kameez: an Indian suit for women

PLACES and TIMES

a langar hall, adjacent to the gurdwara in a small town called 
Raymond, Wisconsin.
a dive bar on the outskirts of Madison, Wisconsin.
a pirate ship sailing an ocean route between Calcutta and Essex, 
England, 1823. 
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INDIA PALE ALE
Prologue

meet Boz, she’s 29

she’s a pirate
or at least she’s dressed like one
she walks like one
she’s holding a shovel like one
she’s about to talk like one

she digs a hole in the ground
in the woodsy Wisconsin back yard
of her parents’ home
(her home still
not because she is Millennial
but because she is a
Good Indian Daughter)

shovel
dirt
flying everywhere
put into safe pile

she scours the ground
she digs as she pretends
that the worms are her fellow pirates
(her parents)

BOZ.  yaar
ahoy wormies
me hearties
me home
me cabin
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me crew
me mum and me dad
it is oi
yer daughter Boz
oive come to share some news
we’ve weathered the storms we have
together
since oi was a wee babe
suckin the teats
o! me fortunes were vast
now mum
now thar dad

oim leavin
to traverse the seven seas
to head west
to Wisconsin
oi wanna open me own bar

oi know what yer thinkin
me mum
me dad
yer thinkin
a bar? in a distant land?

to that oi say
AYE! a bar!
for beer runs in me blood
in the genetical sense!

oi embark
as Brownbeard did afore me
Brownbeard our natty ancestor
mannin the mutiny
of that East India Company vessel
200 years ago

his cargo was beer
as mine’ll be!
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in my bar
in Madison Wisconsin
aye, the lineage is full circle now
oim leaving home to see the world.
the world in this yar instance:
a bar that sells alcoholic drinks
in a place that is not here

oive saved up me guineas
me doubloons and me cash
oi made a down payment
and so this is ahoy

she puts her hand up, imagining protest
no no
hush now mum
hush now dad
don’t afear
there’s no need
my bravery
and your love
will carry me safely to my newfound home
and, this.

she looks at the hole
last bit o business afore oi depart
a lost item of treasure in the back yard

she digs one final dig
with a guttural yelp

YEEE-AOHH
she spots a glint of white in the soil

Jol’s marble elephant—ho
she reaches down and pulls out
a small marble elephant

buried treasure, dug up
bears no likeness to the memory of it underground
so much smaller
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INDIA PALE ALE
by Jaclyn Backhaus

4 men, 5 women

Basminder “Boz” Batra grew up in a close-knit Punjabi community 
in small-town Wisconsin. While her family prepares for her brother’s 
wedding, Boz is anticipating her move to Madison, where she plans 
to open a bar. Though her adventurous plans for her future couldn’t 
be further from her parents’ more traditional concerns, she draws 
strength from her ancestor Brownbeard—a swashbuckling, beer-
running Punjabi pirate on the high seas. She’s eager to leave her 
family behind and fulfill her dreams, but she isn’t prepared for the 
tragic event that will call her back home.

“INDIA PALE ALE…is a cheerfully instructive work, created with the 
aim of bridging one of the many cultural gaps in these dangerously 
divided United States.” —The New York Times

“You won’t soon forget the Batra family of Raymond, Wisconsin… 
Their story…is a vibrant and authentic portrait of a modern American 
family.” —CurtainUp.com




